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IBM is facing serious competition from other major players in the market such as Amazon, Microsoft and
Google and that has led to investors doubting its capability to protect its market. IBM today is not just the
Hardware giant that we have come to know. In they were the first company to establish dedicated research
labs for the creation of technological innovation, which lead to the creation of computers, voice recognition
software and products that assist those working in medicine and radiology. The current recession has hurt
everyone and IBM is not exempt. Dyson, R. The matrix is not an end as it does not show how to achieve the
objectives. A SWOT analysis of big data. Trade barriers have been reduced on the import of goods. This
means that there is an opportunity for IBM to expand their presence online; by using the internet to interact
with its customers. Provide incentives, increase engagement, or provide a better work environment to retain
talent. Technology integration initiatives across industries 2. Weakness 1. Marketing strategy and competitive
positioning. Automation of activities brought consistency of quality to IBM products and has enabled the
company to scale up and scale down based on the demand conditions in the market. IBM Watson is also
facing strong competition in the analytics space. It also solves the long list problem where organizations ends
up making a long list but none of the factors deemed too critical. The fluctuating interest rates in the country
do not provide a stable financial and economic environment. References Andrews, K. This is a very profitable
business model but captures only a small share of the market. If the current trade war tensions escalate IBM
can expect to face the brunt gain in one of its major global markets. Product Portfolio: IBM has a large
product portfolio where it provides products in a large range of categories. Also, India has exported many
engineers to the US because they are cheaper to pay but also Indian Engineers do not have both the
educational and experiential accolades of their US counterparts. Chandler, Strategy and Structure Cambridge,
Mass. Weaknesses Expensive service and software solutions.


